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ABSTRACT. The use of radioactive Iodine plays an important role in the treatment of some
diseases and diagnosis of others, since they have suitable half-life. The radioactivity emitted from
the dissolution of radioactive I-123 and I-125, such as the emission of Auger electrons, positrons
and gamma rays reduce the spread of these diseases. Therefore, in this work we discuss the Iodine
production via indirect reactions. In order to calculate the cross sections of these reactions for the
mentioned target elements, we recommended the cross sections for EXFOR library using the
recom.m program, which is written in the present work using Matlab-8, the data are taken from
different authors. In order to supply accurate databases for different practical purposes such as
proton beam energy monitoring, I-123 and I-125 radioisotopes production, we have evaluated the
cross section collected from IAEA for EXFOR library measured by different authors of (p,xn),
(d,xn) nuclear process. The selected data and our recommended cross sections were developed for
practical applications. Since the preliminary overview of the cross section measurements up to
160MeV showed that there are discrepancies between the literature results.
1. INTRODUCTION
The radionuclide’s existence is measured in their half life. Scientists had realized that nuclear
reactions would provide an unlimited amount of therapeutic radioisotopes. The first major use of a
radioisotope was Iodine-131 for diagnosing and treatment of thyroid disease. Isotope technology
has developed to a high degree, defining which unique properties of radioisotopes are best at
particular task [1]. A medical radioisotope can be classified into two major groups, diagnostic and
therapeutic radionuclide, depending on the half-life and its decay mode. The decaying properties of
the radioisotopes can be also classified into two groups;   -emitters, EC and gamma-emitters.
Therapeutic radioisotopes are also used in disease treatment, especially cancer, where gammaemitting isotopes are attached to some kind of carrier, such as a monoclonal antibody which targets
particular cancer cells. The carrier delivers the radioisotope to the cancer site, where the gamma
rays destroy the cancerous cells, with minimal damage to surrounding tissue [1,2]. This research is
ongoing into the use of I-123 and I-125 radioisotopes for their following importance
Iodine-123
The gamma emitting isotope Iodine-123 (with half-life 13.2h) is used as nuclear imaging
tracers to evaluate the anatomic and physiologic function of the thyroid [3]. The most widely used
cyclotron produced radiohalogen is probably I-123. It has gradually replaced I-131 as the isotope of
choice for diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals containing radioiodine. It gives a much lower radiation
dose to the patient, and the gamma ray energy of 159keV is ideally suited for using in a gamma
camera. The gamma ray will penetrate tissue very effectively without an excessive radiation dose.
For this reason, it has in many instances replaced reactor produced I-131. A large number of
radiopharmaceuticals have been labelledusing I-123, and the number is increasing [4]. One of the
most promising uses of I-123 is in the imaging of monoclinal antibodies to localize and visualize
tumors. However, preclinical and clinical experiences with radiolabeled antibodies have not realize
the expectations regarding specificity and sensitivity of tumor localization with these agents. The
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area of active research in radioiodine is an area of basic research with only a few clinical
applications. Receptor specific legends have been synthesized with I-123 for (SPECT) imaging and
now with I-124 for (PET) imaging [5].
1.2. Iodine-125
Iodine-125 radioisotope has a half–life of 59.4d used in medical research, diagnostics and
treatments. One of the most common effective medical applications of Iodine-125 is its
involvement in the treatment of prostate cancer. Iodine-125 is used as nuclear imaging tracer to
evaluate the anatomic and physiologic function [6]. When I-125 is used therapeutically, it is
encapsulated in Titanium seeds and implanted in the area of the tumor, where it remains. The low
energy of the gamma spectrum in this case 0.0355MeV limits radiation damage to tissues far from
the implanted capsule. Iodine-125, due to its suitable longer half-life and less penetrating gamma
spectrum, is often preferred for laboratory tests that rely on Iodine as a tracer that is counted by
gamma counter such as in radio immunoassaying [3].
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental data in the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA); (EXFOR) library
leaves little doubts that the hypothesis of cross section gives an excellent account of many diverse
types of nuclear reactions. Figs. (1→6) show the excitation functions to product radio Iodine from
indirect reactions with their decay scheme. These plots are analyzed using the Matlab-8 for selected
energy range that is given by different authors. The results are discussed as follows:
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Kurenkov et al. (1989) [7], Tarkanyi et al. (1991) [8], Takacs et al. (2005) [9a], Takacs et al.
(2005) [9b], Takacs et al. (2005) [9c], Hermanne et al. (2011) [10a] and Hermanne et al. (2011)
[10b] have been plotted, interpolated, and recalculated the recommended cross section in fine steps
of 0.01MeV via building a recom.m program, the results are shown in fig. 1. Iodine-123 used in
diagnostic single photon emission tomography (SPET) for nuclear imaging tracers to evaluate the
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anatomic and physiologic function of the thyroid [3]. It can be produced by 124
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Fig. 1. The recommended cross sections of 124
54 Xe70 ( p,2n) 55 Cs68 reaction
compared with EXFOR Library.

Fig. 2. Decay scheme of
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The measured data for the cross sections of I ( p,5n) Xe69 reaction reported by Wilkinsal
(1975) [11], Paans et al. (1976) [12a], Diksic and Yaffe (1977) [13a], Syme et al. (1978) [14a],
Syme et al. (1978) [14b], Lundqvist et al. (1979) [15a] Sakamoto et al. (1985) [16a], Lagunas
Solar et al. (1986) [17a], and Deptula et al. (1990) [18a] have been plotted, interpolated, and
recalculated in fine steps of 0.01MeV via building a recom.m program, the results are shown in
123
fig.3-a. While the measured data for the excitation function of 127
53 I 74 (d ,6n) 54 Xe69 reaction reported
by Weinreich et al. (1974) [19], and Husson et al. (1978) [20] have been plotted, interpolated, and
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recalculated in fine steps of 0.01MeV by using recom.m program, as shown in fig.3-b. Therefore,
127
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Iodine-123 could be produced by 127
Hence, 123
53 I 74 ( p,5n) 54 Xe69 or 53 I 74 (d ,6n) 54 Xe69 reaction.
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The measured data for the cross sections of I ( p,3n) Xe71 reaction reported by Paans et al.
(1976) [12b], Diksic and Yaffe (1977) [13b],Syme et al. (1978) [14c], Syme et al. (1978) [14d],
Lundqvist et al. (1979) [15b], Sakamoto et al. (1985) [16b], Lagunas Solar et al. (1986) [17b], and
Deptula et al. (1990) [18b] have been plotted, interpolated, and recalculated in fine steps of
0.01MeV via building a recom.m program, the results are shown in fig. 5. Iodine-125 used to the
detection of osteoporosis and in diagnostic imaging and in tracing the impact of pharmaceutical
drugs in the body and in the imaging of tumors in the planning of the receptors in the brain and in
the treatment of prostate cancer, lung cancer and would like an alternative to I-131 in the treatment
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Fig. 6. Decay scheme of
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3. CONCLUSIONS
Radioactive decay data play a key role in the therapeutic applications of a radionuclide I-123
and I-125 also the knowledge of the energy of the ionizing radiation is important. The effects of
low energy, electrons emitted following electron capture, and positron emission decay is not
negligible. Hence, for the production of I-123 from (p,2n) and I-125 form (p,3n) the Te-123 and Te125 undergoes gamma emission with the decay energy 0.159MeV and 0.0355MeV respectively.
The characteristic of the diagnosis and treatment radioisotopes is to ensure the access of radiation to
the organ for diagnostic or treated without moving to the nearby tissues by selecting a useful energy
24-28MeV of incident proton for the production of I-123 and I-125
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